ABSTRACT Cut muscle fibers from Rana temporaria (sarcomere length, 3.3-3.5 ~zm; temperature, 13-16~ were mounted in a double Vaseline-gap chamber and equilibrated for at least an hour with an internal solution that contained 20 mM EGTA and phenol red and an external solution that contained predominantly TEA-gluconate; both solutions were nominally Ca-free. The increase in total myoplasmic concentration of Ca (A[CaT]) produced by sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca release was estimated from the change in pH produced when the released Ca was complexed by EGTA (Pape, P. C., D.-S.Jong, and W. K. Chandler. 1995.Journal of General Physiology. 106:259-336.). The resting value of SR Ca content,
INTRODUCTION
Since intramembranous charge movement was first reported in skeletal muscle (Schneider and Chandler, 1973) , considerable interest has been focused on understanding its physiological function. As a result of several studies, as reviewed by Rios and Pizarro (1991) and Schneider (1994) , it is now generally accepted that charge movement plays an important role in the control of sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) Ca release by the voltage across the membranes of the transverse tubular system. During a step depolarization in a polarized frog muscle fiber, Peres (1977, 1979) observed that the charge movement current, Icm, consists of two components, which they called I~ and I v. Ia increases rapidly and then decays with an approximately exponential time course whereas, if the depolarization is near or past the mechanical threshold, I v shows a delayed "hump". In addition, the charge vs voltage relation is shallow for Q~ and steep for Q~. These properties of Q~ and Q~ have led several investigators to suggest that Qv is the component of charge movement that controls SR Ca release in frog skeletal muscle (Almers, 1978; Huang, 1982; Hui, 1983; Vergara and Caputo, 1983; Melzer, Schneider, Simon, and Szucs, 1986; Hui and Chandler, 1990, 1991) . The situation may be different in mammalian skeletal muscle, however, where I v humps are usually not observed (R/os and . A possible explanation for the occurrence of SR Ca release in fibers without I v humps is given in the Discussion.
In a recent series of experiments carried out on frog cut muscle fibers, SR Ca content or release or some related event was shown to alter the time course of charge movement current under certain conditions (Csernoch, Pizarro, Uribe, Rodrfguez, and R/os, 1991; Garcfa, Pizarro, R/os, and Stefani, 1991; Szucs, Csernoch, Magyar, and Kovfics, 1991; Pizarro, Csernoch, Uribe, Rodrfguez, and R/os, 1991) . Pizarro et al. (1991) developed an explanation for these kinetic changes based on an idea first proposed by one of us as a possible explanation of I v humps (W. IC Chandler, quoted in Horowicz and Schneider, 1981) . When Ca moves from the SR into the myoplasm, free [Ca] is elevated in the space between the membranes of the transverse tubules and the SR. As a result, calcium binds to the sarcoplasmic surface of the tubular membrane and produces a change in surface potential. If the potential between the internal and external solutions is unchanged, as would be expected during a voltage-clamp experiment, an equal but opposite change in potential must develop across the tubular membrane, and this would favor the movement of additional charge.
According to the proposal of Pizarro et al. (1991) , frog skeletal muscle has only one kind of intramembranous charged particle that is involved in excitation-contraction coupling and this particle has the properties usually associated with Qs.
The Q~ particles distribute between two states, resting and activating, and transitions from one state to the other occur according to rate constants that are functions of the potential across the tubular membrane. The distribution of particles between the two states satisfies the Boltzmann distribution so that the equilibrium amount of charge, Q, is given by Qmax Q = l+exp [-(V-V)/k] (1) Q~a~ represents the maximal amount of charge. Vrepresents the voltage measured between the internal and external solutions, which is equal to the sum of the potential across the tubular membrane and the surface potentials on both sides of the membranes. V is the value of Vat which the amount of equilibrium charge in the resting and activating states is the same, and k is a voltage steepness factor. In the calculations described by Pizarro et al. (1991) , the value of kwas 11-15 mV.
During a step depolarization, in the absence of SR Ca release, the surface potential at the sarcoplasmic surface of the tubular membrane (as well as that at the luminal surface) is expected to remain constant. Thus, a step change in Vwould be expected to produce a step change in voltage directly across the tubular membrane. Consequently, the forward and backward rate constants for transitions of Q~ between the resting and activating states would be expected to be constant and, as a result, the current from charge movement would be expected to have an exponential time course. On the other hand, if SR Ca release were able to occur after a step change in V, the proposed change in surface potential and the associated change in membrane potential would shift the Qa vs Vrelation to more negative potentials and favor the movement of additional Qa charge. According to Pizarro et al. (1991) , Qv is this additional component of Q~ charge that is caused by SR Ca release.
If these ideas about the origin of Qv in frog skeletal muscle are correct, three simple predictions follow about the properties of charge movement currents that would be observed if the SR were depleted of all of its readily releasable Ca. (a) The time course of ON Icm should resemble that of I~; it should be approximately exponential at all voltages and should not show I v humps. (b) The OFF/cm should have an exponential time course with a time constant that is independent of both the voltage of the pulse and its duration. (c) The charge (Qcm) vs Vrelation should obey Eq. 1 with a value ofk that is appropriate for Q~, 11-15 mV.
This article describes experiments that were designed to test these predictions. Frog cut muscle fibers were depleted of Ca by equilibration with Ca-free internal and external solutions. The internal solution contained 20 mM EGTA. The external solution contained gluconate as the predominant anion so that the proportion of total charge that has the properties associated with Q~ would be as large as possible (Chen and Hui, 1991) . After an equilibration period of at least an hour, successive step depolarizations were used to deplete the SR of any remaining Ca. After 30-40 such depolarizations, the amount of readily releasable Ca inside the SR was usually <10 ~M. Contrary to prediction a, prominent I v humps were always observed in Ca-depleted fibers. Contrary to prediction b, the time course of OFF /~m varied with the amplitude and the duration of a pulse. Contrary to prediction c, the mean value of k in a Ca-depleted fiber, estimated from a least-squares fit of Eq. 1 to the Qcm vs Vdata, was 7 mV, similar to that obtained previously from fibers not depleted of Ca.
These results show clearly that the Q~ component of intramembranous charge in frog muscle does not require the presence of Ca inside either the SR or the myoplasm nor does it require Ca flux through SR Ca channels. Thus, SR Ca content or release or some related event does not fundamentally cause Q~. On the other hand, our results do show that SR Ca, in amounts as small as tens of micromolar, can alter the ON kinetics of Q~ in a manner that provides positive feedback between Ca release and Q~. Although the underlying mechanism for this effect remains unclear, the last section of the Discussion presents a plausible explanation: the change in kinetics of Q~ might be caused by a shift in the Q~ vs Vrelation produced by a change in surface potential, analogous to the idea proposed by Pizarro et al. (1991) to explain the origin of Q~ in terms of a shift in the Q~ vs v relation. Whatever the correct explanation for the effect of SR Ca on the ON kinetics of Q~, however, we believe that many of the previous experimental results that were attributed to a shift in the Q~ vs Vrelation produced by changes in surface potential Garcfa et al. 1991 ; Szucs et al., 1991; Pizarro et al., 1991) can reasonably be attributed to this change in the kinetics of Q~.
Since the experiments in this article describe, for the first time, intramembranous charge movement in Ca-depleted fibers, they provide an opportunity to compare experimental results, unaltered by any effects of SR Ca, with predictions from theoretical models of charge movement. The Discussion and Appendix describe comparisons that were made with the models proposed by and by P, fos, Karhanek, Ma, and . Each model, in its original form, fails in a major way to describe certain experimental results.
Several other models, based on four interacting charge movement particles, were investigated and one of these is described in the Discussion. With appropriate selection of parameters, the model is able to provide a good fit to the steady state Qcm vs V data and to generate pronounced ON I v humps. With the same parameters, the model explains, qualitatively, the main effects of pulse amplitude and duration on the time course of OFF Icm. On the assumption that the four interacting particles serve as the voltage sensor for SR Ca release, the model also predicts the voltage dependence of the rate of release that has been observed during small depolarizations in fibers studied under similar conditions but with millimolar amounts of Ca inside the SR (Pape,Jong, and Chandler, 1995) .
A preliminary report of some of these results has been presented to the Biophysical Society .
METHODS
Cut muscle fibers (Hille and Campbell, 1976 ) from cold-adapted Rana temporaria were stretched to a sarcomere length of 3.3-3.5 o.m and mounted in a double Vaseline-gap chamber (Kov~cs, Rios, and Schneider, 1983; Irving, Maylie, Sizto, and Chandler, 1987) . The end-pool segments of the fiber were permeabilized by a 2-rain exposure to an end-pool solution with 0.01% saponin followed by a thorough rinse with a saponin-free end-pool solution. The composition of the endpool solution was 45 mM Cs-glutamate, 20 mM Cs~EGTA, 6.8 mM MgSO4, 5.5 mM Cs~-ATP, 20 mM Csrcreatine phosphate, 5 mM Csrphospho(enol)pyruvate, and 5 mM 3-[N-Morpholino]-propanesulfonic acid (MOPS); the pH was adjusted to 7.0 by the addition of CsOH and the calculated concentration of free Mg was 1 mM . The composition of the central-pool solution was 110 mM TEA-gluconate, 10 mM MgSO4, 1 p.M tetrodotoxin, and 10 mM MOPS, pH = 7.1. Except for the latter part of the experiment in Fig. 4 (see text and figure legend), both internal and external solutions were nominally Ca-free. The temperature was 13--16~ and the holding potential measured in end pool 1 was -90 mV.
The experimental methods are the same as those used previously in this laboratory. The optical apparatus is described in Irving et al. (1987) . SR Ca release was estimated with the EGTA-phenol red method, as described in Pape et al. (1995) . With the concentration used in the end-pool solutions, 20 mM, EGTA is expected to capture almost all of the Ca released from the SR within <0.1 ms and to exchange it rapidly for protons with a 1:2 stoichiometry. The accompanying change in myoplasmic pH, ApH, is measured with phenol red and the change in total myoplasmic Ca concentration, A [CaT] , is determined from the equation A[CaT] = -(J3/2)ApH, in which ~ represents the buffering power of myoplasm, 22 mM/pH unit. The electrical methods used for the measurement of intramembranous charge movement are described in Chandler and Hui (1990) and in Hui and Chandler (1990, 1991) .
Several parameters were monitored routinely during the course of the experiments: fiber diameter, holding current, apparent capacitance (C~pp), internal longitudinal resistance per unit length of fiber (ri), capacitance of the surface (including tubular) membranes per unit length of fiber (~), concentration of phenol red, resting pH (pHi), and the amount of readily releasable Ca inside the SR expressed as myoplasmic concentration ([CasR] R).
Statistical Tests of Significance
The difference between the mean values of two sets of results was assessed with Student's twotailed t test and considered to be significant if P < 0.05.
In experiments such as the one illustrated in Fig. 3 B (see also columns 6 and 7 of Table I ), a sloping straight line was least-squares fitted to values of Q~ plotted against time (fits not shown). The test described on page 265 in Pape et al. (1995) was used to determine whether the value of the slope of the line was significantly different from zero.
In Fig. 8 B, the experimental values of)~ (-OFF Q~m) at different values of ~q (ON Q~m) were least-squares fitted by a sloping straight line that was constrained to go through the origin. The formula for a line that is constrained to pass through the point x = x0, y = )~ can be written
in which b is the slope of the line. In Fig. 8 B, Student's two-tailed t test was used to determine whether the value of bwas significantly different from 1. For this purpose, the residual variance of y, denoted by vat(y), for n values ofy~ was estimated from
The variance of b, denoted by var(b), was calculated from
with x0 = 0 (see chapter 12 in Colquhoun, 1971 ) . The value of b was considered to be significantly different from 1 if the value of P determined with Student's two-tailed t test was <0.05. For this test, the value of twas set equal to (b -1)/4var(b). OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY " VOLUME 106 9 1995
RESULTS
In the experiments described in this article, SR Ca release and intramembranous charge movement were measured simultaneously in 10 cut fibers that had been equilibrated with internal and external solutions that were nominally Ca-free. The first depolarization, a 200-750 ms pulse to -50 to -30 mV, was applied after a 57-78-min period of equilibration. 
Intramembranous Charge Movement during a Depolarization to -40 m V in a Fiber
Partially Depleted of Ca The steady levels during and after the pulse, -0.48 and -0.11 nA, respectively, were estimated from the mean values of the corresponding segments of the trace during the final 7.2 ms; these are indicated by thin horizontal lines. The bottom trace shows A [Ca-r] . Fiber reference, N28901; time after saponin treatment, 80 min; sarcomere length, 3.4 I~m; fiber diameter, 151 I~m; holding current, -47 nA; C~vp, 0.01158 I~F; ~I, 2.36 M~/cm; Cm, 0.156 p.F/cm; concentration of phenol red at the optical site, 1.068 mM; pHR, 6.837; temperature, 14~ interval of time between data points, 0.36 ms.
applied just before the test pulse, as described in Hui and Chandler (1990) ./t~t -/control is expected to be composed of current from intramembranous charge movement plus a small ionic component if the ionic current vs voltage curve is nonlinear between -110 and -40 inV. The mean values of current during the final 7.2 ms segments during and after the pulse were used to estimate the steady state values of the ON and OFF ionic components, respectively. These are indicated by two thin horizontal lines. Here, and throughout this article, the values of the ionic component at other times are assumed to be given by the steady state values rounded according to the normalized voltage template . The difference between /test --/control and the ionic component is taken to represent Icm, the current from intramembranous charge movement.
After depolarization, Icm showed an initial rapid increase followed by a dip and then a second transient increase. These early and late components of current were first described by Peres (1977, 1979) , who called them Its and I v, respectively. In the experiments described in this article, the charge associated with Its appeared to be much smaller than that associated with I v, owing to the use of gluconate in the external solution (Chen and Hui, 1991) . In Fig. 1 , the initial time course of I~ appears to follow a decreasing exponential function, at least to a first approximation, whereas the time course of I v has a delayed hump. After the decay of these two components, ON/~m was relatively constant and, in particular, did not have a negative phase, as has been observed by Pizarro et al. (1991) and Shirokova, Pizarro, and Rios (1994) (see Discussion). After repolarization,/te~t -/control rapidly reached a negative peak and then decayed to the horizontal line, which has a value that is close to that of the prestimulus baseline.
The bottom trace in Fig. 1 shows A [Car] , as estimated with the EGTA-phenol red method . The plateau value at the end of the pulse is taken to represent [CasR]~. Its value, 188 ~M, is much smaller than the mean value of [CasR]R obtained in similar experiments on fibers equilibrated with an end-pool solution that contained 20 mM EGTA plus 1.76 mM Ca, 2,544 IxM . Fig. 2 shows sets of four superimposed traces taken at different times during SR Ca depletion, from the fiber used in Fig. 1 . Numbers 1-4 denote, in sequence, traces obtained during the 2nd, 3rd, 10th, and 28th stimulations; the traces labeled 2 are the same as those in The middle set of records in Fig. 2 shows Icm. Each trace was obtained by subtraction of the ionic components ]:u the ON and OFF segments of/test -/control, as described above in connection with Fig. 1 . The four superimposed ON traces have similar early Its components but different I~ humps. As the experiment progressed and the value of [CasR]R became smaller, the peak value of the I v hump decreased and its duration increased. Even after the SR had been markedly depleted of Ca, Its and I v components were clearly discernible (trace 4) and, at -30 and -20 mV, I v humps were pronounced (see Fig. 5 A below).
Intramembranous Charge Movement with Different Values of [CasR]R
After repolarization, the four traces of OFF ICm were nearly identical. Because each of the preceding pulses had released almost all of the readily releasable Ca Pape et al., 1995 , with a value of 22 mM/pH unit for the buffeting power of myoplasm), from a resting value of 6.850 to 6.812. At pH 6.812, KDapp ----0.889 ~M (calculated from Eq. A9 in Pape et al., 1995 , with the parameters given in that article). If the equilibration period of the fiber with Ca-free solutions had been sufficient to reduce the resting value of [CaEGTA] Fig. 2 indicate that the OFF kinetics of Icm is insensitive to changes in myoplasmic free [Ca] in the range between 0 and ~0.02 ~xM.
The traces of ON and OFF Icm in Fig. 2 are typical of those observed in all of our experiments in which the value of [CasR]R Was reduced from 414-898 to <10 IxM. Two observations make it likely that the progressive changes in the time course of ON Icm from traces 1 to 4 are due to SR Ca depletion rather than fiber run down or some other factor associated with the duration of the experiment: (a) similar changes were not observed in other experiments of similar duration in which 1.76 mM Ca was present in the end-pool solutions and the SR Ca content remained relatively constant (not shown) and (b) the changes could be reversed by the addition of Ca to the end-pool solutions (see Fig. 4 below) . (Fig. 2) , the amounts of ON and OFF charge remained relatively constant and approximately equal to each other.
The Effect of SR Ca Depletion on ON I~ Is Reversible
Two experiments were carried out to find out whether the reduction in the amplitude of the I~ hump that is associated with SR Ca depletion is reversible. Time after saponin treatment (mln) •E In these three I~m traces, the early I~ components are essentially the same as are the OFF segments. The values of ON and OFF Q~r, are also similar: from top to bottom, ON Qcm = 17.7, 17.5, and 18.7 nC/~F and OFF Qcm = -19.1, -18.9, and -21.0 nC/~xF. In this experiment, the main effect of SR Ca depletion appears to have been on the time course of I v, as observed in the experiment in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 4 , the I v hump in the bottom trace (labeled 83) is somewhat more pronounced than that in the second trace (labeled 87), although the values of [CasR]R were similar. This difference in I v is probably due to the fact that [CasR]R Was measured at the optical site in the middle of the fiber in the central-pool region whereas Icm was measured along the entire length of the fiber in the central-pool region and included contributions from membranes under the Vaseline seals Hui and Chandler, 1990) . When the trace with [CasR]R = 87 ~zM was taken, the fiber had been equilibrated with Ca-free solutions in the end pools and in the central pool for 80 min, and 21 pulses had been applied previously to reduce [CasR] R. The values of myoplasmic free [Ca] and [CasR]R would be expected to have been uniformly small throughout the fiber, with maximal values at the optical site because the end-pool solutions were Ca-free. On the other hand, when the trace with [CasR]R = 83 ~M was taken, 1.76 mM Ca had been present in the end-pool solutions for only 18 rain. Consequently, gradients of myoplasmic free [Ca] and [CasR]R may have been present, with minimal values at the optical site. Thus, although the two traces were associated with similar values of [CasR]R at the optical site, the mean value of [CasR] R along the fiber was probably smaller when the 87 ~M trace was taken than when the 83 ~M trace was taken. Such a difference would explain the more pronounced I v hump in the 83 p,M trace. The general conclusion from this and the other similar experiment (not shown) is that the change in ON/r produced by SR Ca depletion is reversible.
Equality and Constancy of ON and OFF Charge During SR Ca Depletion
One of the important questions that arises in the study of intramembranous charge movement is whether the amounts of ON and OFF charge are equal. In most studies that address this point in frog muscle, ON-OFF charge equality has been found (for example, Schneider and Chandler, 1973; Adrian and Almers, 1976; Chandler, Rakowski and Schneider, 1976; Huang, 1983; Melzer et al., 1986; Huang, 1994a) . Under certain conditions, however, when Cais released from the SR, the amount of ON charge has been reported to exceed that of OFF charge Garcfa et al., 1991; Szucs et al., 1991) . It was therefore important to find out whether ON-OFF charge equality held in our experiments. To determine this, the data shown in Fig. 3 B and similar data from nine other fibers were subjected to three statistical tests.
The first test was to add the values of ON and OFF Q~m (with their respective positive and negative signs) for individual pulses and to determine the mean value of ON plus OFF Q~m for each fiber. If ON-OFF charge equality holds, the absolute values of ON and OFF Q~m for each pulse would be the same and the value of ON plus OFF Qcm would be zero. The results of this test are given in Table I . The first four columns give fiber references, pulse potentials, times after saponin treatment, and initial (maximal) values of [CaSR]R. Column 5 gives the mean values of ON O~cm, each determined from 10-35 measurements on the same fiber. Column 6 gives the mean values of ON plus OFF Qcm. 9 of the 10 values are marked by an asterisk to indicate that they are significantly different from zero. Although each of these values might be taken as evidence of ON-OFF charge inequality in a particular fiber, the mean value from all of the fibers, -1.07 nC/txF, is not significantly different from zero. Thus, there is no consistent difference between the amounts of ON and OFF charge in different fibers. Within the accuracy of our measurements, the ON-OFF charge inequality in each fiber can be reasonably attributed to a consistent inaccuracy in the measurement of ON or OFF ~cm in that fiber. The source of this inaccuracy appears to vary from fiber to fiber so that, when the values from different fibers are averaged, ON-OFF charge equality appears to hold, at least at potentials between -50 and -40 mV. This result is different from that reported in the same range of potentials by Csernoch et al. (1991) , Garcfa et al. (1991) , and Szucs et al. (1991) , who found that the absolute value of ON Qcm exceeded that of OFF O~m by 1--4 nC/lJ.F.
The second and third tests involved fitting the values of ON and OFF Q~m plotted against time ( Table I . Two conclusions follow from the results in Figs. 1-3 and Table I . Firstly, within the accuracy of our measurements, ON-OFF charge equality holds for pulse potentials between -50 and -40 mV, at least when the value of [CasR]R is no more than several hundred micromolar and the duration of the pulse is sufficiently long to deplete the SR of almost all of its readily releasable Ca. Secondly, the value of ON or OFF Qcm remains essentially constant when the value of [CasR]R is reduced from 414--898 to <10 ~M.
After SR Ca Depletion, Pronounced I v Humps Can Be Elicited
After the fiber used for Figs A has been heavily filtered by a 0.02 kHz digital Gaussian filter (Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1983) to reduce noise. It shows that the first pulse (labeled 1) depleted the SR of its readily releasable Ca, ~2 p~M (referred to myoplasmic solution). Consequently, the value of [CasR]R waS essentially zero just before the second pulse (labeled 2), which elicited no additional discernible change in A [CaT] . In spite of these measures to reduce [CasR] R, the Icm trace shows prominent I~ humps during both pulses. Ia and I v peaks in the/~m trace during pulse 1 are slightly larger than those during pulse 2. The two traces intersect at 50-60 ms and thereafter trace 2 is slightly above trace 1. Apart from these small differences, which were observed consistently in experiments of this type, the two /cm traces are otherwise similar. In particular, they both show prominent I v humps. The two values of ON Q~cm are similar, 17.11 nC/ txF during pulse 1 and 17.32 nC/~F during pulse 2. The two values of OFF Q~m are also similar, -17.94 nC/IxF after pulse 1 and -18.12 nC/IxF after pulse 2. The traces of OFF Icm after the two pulses were essentially identical (not shown).
The general conclusion of this section is that prominent I v humps can be elicited in the absence of SR Ca release. The curve shows a least-squares fit of a single Boltzmann function, Eq. 1, calculated to include the currents from the different pathways in a double Vaseline-gap experiment, as described by Hui and Chandler (1990) . These gap corrections produce a foot in the curve at potentials <-60 mV and a slight negative slope at potentials >-20 inV. The best fit parameters are V = -48.1 mY, k = 6.1 mV, and qma• = 29.7 nC/p~F. Table II gives values of the Boltzmann parameters obtained from nine fibers after SR Ca depletion. Column 1 gives the fiber references; these are the same as those in Table I except for the omission of fiber 918911 from which Qcm VS g data were not obtained. Column 2 gives the times after saponin treatment, column 3 gives the duration of the pulses used to measure Qcm, and column 4 gives the range of values of [CasR]R. Columns 5-7 give, respectively, the values of V, k, and qm~x/Cm. On average, V = -48.3 mV, k --7.2 mV, and qm~,/Cm = 33.5 nC/v.F. The value ofk is small, indicating that Qcm was steeply voltage dependent, and similar to the values observed in intact fibers that had not been Ca depleted; Table VII in Hui and Chandler (1990) gives the Boltzman parameters obtained in intact fibers by several laboratories. Hui and Chandler (1990) measured the Q~m vs V relation in cut fibers equilibrated with an internal solution that was similar to the one used here except for the presence of 0.4 mM total Ca in their solutions. Their external solution contained Column 1 gives the fiber references. Column 2 gives the initial and final values of the time after saponin treatment. Column 3 gives the duration of the pulses used for the measurement of Qcm; when a range of values is given, the shortest duration pulses were used with the most positive depolarizations. Column 4 gives the range of values of [CasR] R. Columns 5-7 give the values of V, k, and q~ax/c~ that were obtained from least-squares fits, with gap corrections, of a single Boltzmann function to Q~m vs voltage data (as illustrated in Fig. 5 B) . Sarcomere length, 3.3-3.5 p.m; fiber diameter, 89-159 ~zm; holding current, --30 to --58 nA; ~, 1.58-2.52 M~'~/cm; c,,, 0.154-0.307 v.F/cm; concentration of phenol red at the optical site, 1.069-2.234 raM; pHR, 6.704--6.921 wM; temperature, 13--16~ THE JOURNAL or GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY 9 VOLUME 106 9 1995 tetraethylammonium chloride and 1.8 mM Ca. Although SR Ca release was not measured, [CasR] R Was probably >100 ~zM because of the presence of Ca in the internal and external solutions. A least-squares fitting procedure similar to that used in Table II gave, on average, W = -51.2 mV (SEM, 1.1 mV), k = 7.2 mV (SEM, 0.4 mV), and qmax/Cm -----22.9 nC/~F (SEM, 1.4 nC/wF) ( Table II in Hui and Chandler, 1990) . Their mean values of V and k are not significantly different from those in Table II . In contrast, their mean value of qma~/C~ is significantly less than that in Table II. The reason for this difference is not known but may be related to the use of different anions in the external solutions: Hui and Chandler (1990) used chloride whereas we used gluconate.
After SR Ca Depletion, the Q~m vs V Relation Is Steeply Voltage Dependent
In the experiments of Hui and Chandler (1990) , the Qcm vs V relation was clearly asymmetrical and poorly fitted by a single Boltzmann function. A significantly better fit was obtained with two Boltzmann functions, which were tentatively identified with the Q~ and Q~ components of charge movement. The values of qm~x/ C~ were similar for the two components, 10.6 nC/~zF for Qa and 13.2 nC/~zF for Qv. The values of V and k were different, however; v/ = -33.0 mV for Q~ and -56.5 mV for Q~ and k = 11.0 mV for Q~ and 2.9 mV for Q~. The combination of different values of V and of k accounts for the asymmetry in their Qcm vs V relation.
In the experiments reported here, a single Boltzmann function provides a good fit to the Qcm vs V data, as illustrated in Fig. 5 B. Fits were also carried out with two Boltzmann functions (not shown) so that the statistical test described on pages 276-278 in Hui and Chandler (1990) could be used to determine whether the fit with two Boltzmann functions was significantly better than the fit with one Bottzmann function. Significant improvement occurred in only two out of nine fibers. In each of these two fibers, however, the improvement was spurious because one of the two values of qma~/Cm was negative.
A possible explanation of the good fits provided by a single Boltzmann function in our experiments is that, because of the use of gluconate in the external solution (Chen and Hui, 1991) , Q~ accounted for most of the charge with a mean value of 7.2 mV, instead of 2.9 mV, for k. Another possibility is that the values of V for Q~ and Qv might have been similar, in which case a good fit to the data would be expected to be provided by a single Boltzmann function with a value of k that lies between those for Q~ and Qv-Additional information is required to decide between either of these and other possibilities.
The results in Fig. 5 , A and B, Fig. 6 , and Table II show that the two most distinctive characteristics of Q~ charge--the presence of a hump component in the ON I~m and a steeply voltage dependent Qcm vs V relation--are present after SR Ca depletion. In these experiments, the main effect of small amounts of SR Ca, no more than a few hundred micromolar, appears to be on the ON kinetics of I v. -80 and -60 mV, the value of the half-width was relatively constant at ~3 ms. From -56 to -46 mV, it increased from ~4 to ~15 ms and then remained relatively constant at ~15 ms from -46 to -34 mV. From -30 to 0 mV, it increased about twofold, from 16 to 29 ms. In the experiment in Fig. 7 A, little, if any, ionic current developed during the pulses to voltages between -80 and -20 mV (Fig. 5 A) . Consequently, the OFF/cm traces are not expected to be contaminated by ionic current, such as might happen if a conductance that had been activated during the depolarization allowed ionic current to flow during the repolarization. When the potential was more positive than -20 mV, however, a small outward current developed during the pulse and the OFF kinetics of Icm became slower.
After SR Ca Depletion, the Time Course of OFF Icm Varies with the Amplitude of the Pulse
The effect of pulses to -20 and 0 mV on OFF Icm is illustrated in Fig. 7 B. The top superimposed pair of traces shows V x associated with pulses to -20 and 0 inV. The next trace shows /test --/control for -20 mY. The steady level during the pulse was constant and close to the prestimulus baseline (thin horizontal line), indicating that the ionic conductance between -110 and -20 mV was essentially constant and did not change during the pulse. After repolarization from -20 to -90 mV, the OFF Icm rapidly decreased, reached a minimum value of -11.1 nA at ~2 ms, and then decayed to near the prestimulus baseline. The/crn trace that was obtained from this /test --/control trace is shown at the bottom of Fig. 5 A.
The bottom trace in Fig. 7 B shows/test -/co,~rol for a pulse to 0 mV. At this potential, a small outward current developed during the pulse, presumably due to an increase in ionic conductance. After repolarization, the time course of OFF /cm was qualitatively different from that after the pulse to -20 mV: the tail current developed more slowly and reached a smaller (in absolute magnitude) minimal value, -7.7 nA, after a longer period of time, 10 ms after repolarization. Since a small ionic conductance developed during the pulse to 0 mV, it is possible that the estimated OFF Icm contains a contribution from ionic current that flowed through this conductance. Although it is difficult to assess the magnitude of this contribution without knowledge of the reversal potential of the current and possibly the time course of its decay during repolarization, it might be small if the reversal potential were close to the holding potential, -90 mV. This may have been the case since the total amount of OFF Qcm after the pulse to 0 mV was similar to that after the pulse to -20 mV (Fig. 5 B) . Another finding supports the idea that ionic contamination made little contribution to the slow development of the OFF lcm tail after the pulse to 0 mV: similar tails with slow kinetics were sometimes observed after pulses to less positive potentials where changes in conductance were absent (Fig. 8 A) .
The general features of the results illustrated in Fig. 7 were found in all nine experiments reported in Table II . As the pulse potential was increased from -80 to -60 mV, the half-width of OFF Icm showed a small increase in two experiments, was relatively constant in five experiments (one of which is illustrated in Fig. 7 A) , and showed a small decrease in two experiments. As the pulse potential was made more positive than ~ -60 mV, all of the fibers showed an increase in half-width followed by a plateau, although the characteristics of the sharp increase (from -52 to -46 mV in Fig. 7 A) and the plateau (from -46 to -34 mV in Fig. 7 A) were somewhat variable. In all experiments, the development of the OFF Icm tail became progressively delayed from -30 to 0 mV and the half-width progressively increased. Hui and Chandler (1991) also observed a sigmoid relation between the halfwidth of OFF Icm and voltage, similar to that illustrated in Fig. 7 A. The main difference between their results and ours was observed at voltages more positive than -30 mV: in their experiments (see their Fig. 8 ), the half-width decreased with increasing potential whereas, in our experiments, it increased. This difference is probably not due to SR Ca release in their experiments, as described in the preceding section, since release has little effect on the half-width of OFF Icm after a long lasting depolarization (see Fig. 2 ). Rather, it seems likely that the difference may have been due to a relatively greater amount of I~ in their experiments because chloride rather than gluconate was used in the external solution. Fig. 8 A shows six superimposed traces of voltage (t0p) and Icm (bottom) associated with different duration pulses to -45 mV, in a fiber with [CasR] R ~< 4 p~M. In this experiment, the I~m traces show little, if any, I~ component so that the I~ hump is particularly prominent. After the two briefest pulses, of duration 10 and 20 ms, OFF I~m rapidly reached a peak (negative) value and then rapidly decayed towards zero. After the longer pulses, I~m did not reach a peak value until 5-10 ms after repolarization and the duration of its time course was prolonged. igin. Although its slope, 1.094, is significantly different from unity according to the test described in the Methods section, it seems likely that the difference is due to a small inaccuracy in the determination of the ionic component of/test -Ico,troi that was used to estimate/~m rather than to a genuine inequality of ON-OFF charge (see above discussion of Table I ). Thus, this experiment provides good evidence that the ON and OFF traces of [cm in Fig. 8 A represent currents from intramembranous charge movement. Fig. 8 C shows values of the half-width of OFF/~m, plotted as a function of pulse duration. The data progressively increase from a value of N6 ms after the shortest pulse, of duration 10 ms, to a plateau value of~26 ms for pulse durations t>300 ms. As shown in Fig. 8 A, these changes in half-width were accompanied by little, if any, change in ionic conductance during the depolarizing pulse. The relation between the half-width of OFF Icm and pulse duration in Fig. 8 C is similar to that observed by Hui and Chandler (1991) (see traces in their Fig. 10) .
After SR Ca Depletion, the Time Course of OFF Icm Varies with the Duration of the Pulse
The general conclusion of this and the preceding section is that the time course of OFF Icm varies with the amplitude and duration of the ON pulse, even after the SR has been depleted of almost all of its readily releasable Ca. With pulse potentials <~ -20 mV, little, if any, change in ionic conductance occurred during the pulse, making it unlikely that the OFF/cm Was contaminated by ionic current. The characteristics of the variation of the half-width of OFF Icm with pulse potential are consistent with the idea that, as charge moves progressively from its resting to its final state during a depolarization, the kinetics of its return after repolarization become progressively slower. This idea is incorporated into the theoretical model of charge movement that is described in the Discussion.
The ON Kinetics Of lcm Can Be Described Empirically in Terms of kapp
The time course of ON/ca can be described empirically in terms of kapp, the apparent rate constant for charge movement, as illustrated in Fig. 9 . The top two traces show the ON V1 and Icm traces from Fig. 1 . The third trace shows Qcm, the running integral of/ca, divided by Capp, the apparent capacitance of the fiber, 0.01158 ~F (see Eq. 2 in Hui and Chandler, 1990 ). The horizontal line shows the mean value of Qcm during the final 7.2 ms of the pulse. Its value, 20.3 nC/~F, will be denoted by Qcm(OO). At any moment in time, Qcm(OO) -Qcm gives the amount of charge that remains to be moved. The bottom trace shows k~pp. It was obtained by dividing/cm/ Capp by Qcm(~176 -Qcm and converting to units of %/ms. Thus, at any instant, the value of Icm is proportional to k~pp times 0~cm(~176 --0~cm"
The ~pp trace in Fig. 9 rapidly increased after depolarization and, after HI ms, reached an early peak value of"~3%/ms. After a slight dip, the trace then increased to a larger peak value of 6.4%/ms. Thereafter, the trace decreased somewhat and became progressively noisier as the value of Qcm (oo) These traces were obtained from those in Fig. 2 after they had been filtered with a 0.05 kHz digital Gaussian filter (Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1983) ner illustrated in Fig. 9 . Trace 2 is the same as the bottom trace in Fig. 9 except for the use of the Gaussian filter, which smoothed the trace and reduced its peak amplitude by ~1%. In Fig. 10 , the early component of kap p was similar for the four traces whereas the hump component became somewhat more pronounced from 1 to 2 and then became smaller in 3 and 4. This shows that the main effect of [CasR] R on ~app is on the hump component. After ~80 ms, traces 2--4 were similar to each other and had slightly larger values than trace 1. The smaller amplitude of trace 1 is probably due to an inhibitory effect of SR Ca on Icm that becomes apparent once [CasR]R exceeds a few hundred micromolar 1996) . This inhibitory effect probably also accounts for the observation that trace 1 lies below trace 2 after 25-30 ms and has a slightly smaller peak value. The second set of four traces in Fig Fig. 2 after using a 0.05 kHz digital Gaussian filter to reduce noise, as described in the text.
THE JOURNAL OF GENERAL PHYSIOLOGY 9 VOLUME 106 9 1995 means that the value of kap p had been more than doubled by the effect(s) of Ca inside the SR. The negative segment of trace 1 at times >50 ms indicates an overall inhibitory effect on kapp, as mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The bottom set of traces in Fig. 10 shows dA [CAT]/dt, The time course of each of the dA[CaT]/dt traces is roughly similar to that of the corresponding [kap p/kapp, 0 -1] trace. This similarity is of interest because, in these experiments in which only a small amount of Ca is released in the presence of EGTA and phenol red, the changes in myoplasmic free [Ca] that accompany SR Ca release are expected to be confined to within a few hundred nanometers of the release sites and to have a time course that is approximately the same as that of dA [CaT] /dt, with a proportionality constant that varies inversely with distance from the release sites . Thus, the similarity of the corresponding [kapp/kapp,0 -1 ] and d& [CAT] /dt traces is consistent with the idea that an increase in myoplasmic free [Ca] somewhere near the release sites is able to increase the value of ~app (see last section of Discussion). a particular location in the myoplasm near the release sites, since such increases are expected to be proportional to d~ [CAT]/dt (preceding paragraph). In Fig. 11 A (or Fig. 11 ~M/ms in B).
The Effect of SR Ca on the Peak Value of [kapp/ltapp, o -I]
In the ten fibers used for Table I , traces of [kapp/kapp, 0 -1] were obtained at different times during SR Ca depletion and were analyzed as illustrated in Fig. 11 . Table III gives some of the information obtained from these analyses. Column 1 gives the fiber references and column 2 gives the values of the voltages of the pulses. The table is arranged in sections according to pulse potential, -50 mV (A), -45 mV (B), -40 mV (C), and -30 mV (D).
In the five fibers listed in Table III D, traces of [k~pp/k~pp,0 -1] were obtained both at -30 mV and at -50 or -45 mV by switching the pulse amplitude between successive stimulations. The duration of the pulses was long, 600-750 ms, and, at -30 mV, the ON/t~st -/~ont~ol traces had a small slope after the charge movement current had been completed. For this reason, no attempt was made to assess ON-OFF charge equality as was done for pulse potentials between -50 and -40 mV (Table I) . Fortunately, the early portions of the [kapp/kapp, 0 -1] traces, up to the time of peak, were relatively insensitive to the exact values of Q~m(OO) that were used to estimate kap p and kapp,0, so that reliable fits of Eq. 5 could be made.
Columns 3-6 of Table III give the values of the parameters obtained from fits of Eq. 5 to the peak values of [/%p/k~pp.0 -1]. In each column, at the end of each section, letters in parentheses reference the other sections that have significantly different mean values. Thus, the listing (B, D) in column 3 of section A means that the mean value of 6.32 in A is significantly different from 1.63 in B and 0.31 in D but is not significantly different from 1.47 in C.
The values of the parameters in Table III Fig. 11 B. Sections A, B, C, and D give values associated with 1/] = -50, --45, -40, and -30 mV, respectively. In columns 3-6, letters in parentheses at the end of each section reference the other sections that have mean values that are significantly different. Additional information is given in Table I .
DISCUSSION
This article describes measurements of SR Ca release and intramembranous charge movement in fibers in which the value of [Casa]R was reduced from several hundred micromolar to <10 txM by repeated depolarizations after equilibration with Ca-free internal and external solutions. During the period when the value of [CasR]R was decreasing, changes were observed in the time course of ON Icm, especially that of the I~ component. After essentially all of the readily releasable Ca had been removed from the SR, prominent I v humps and steep Q~m vs V relations were consistently observed ( Fig. 5 and Table II ). These observations confirm those of Csernoch et al. (1991) , Garcia et al. (1991) , Szucs et al. (1991) , and Pizarro et al. (1991) , who first showed that Icm could be affected by SR Ca content or release or some related event. On the other hand, the observations do not support the proposal of these authors that I v represents a movement of QB charge that is caused by SR Ca release (see Introduction). Because charge movement currents with the properties of I v can be elicited without any readily releasable Ca inside the SR, our results suggest that Q..a and Q~ represent either two distinct species of charge (Adrian and Huang, 1984; Huang, 1986 Huang, , 1994b Huang and Peachy, 1989; Hui and Chandler, 1991) or two transitions with different properties of a single species of charge (for example, see Melzer et al., 1986) .
Comparison of the Properties of Charge Movement in Ca-depleted Fibers with Predictions from Two Published Models
Since our experiments on Ca-depleted fibers provide information about the fundamental properties of intramembranous charge movement, unaltered by any effects of SR Ca, it is clearly of interest to compare our results with theoretical models of charge movement such as those proposed by and by R/os et al.
. In the model proposed by , Qv charge is assumed to occupy one of two states, resting and activating. Huang used the variable q to represent the fractional amount of charge in the activating state and assumed that dq/dt, which is proportional to I v, obeys
a and 13 represent, respectively, the forward and backward rate constants for transitions between the resting and activating states. As is well known, if the values of tx and 13 are functions of only V, the time course of I v during a step depolarization is exponential and does not show humps. To generate I v humps, proposed that a and 13 depend on q, as well as on V, according to a = a 0(V) (1 +~q),
= 130(v) (1 + ~q). (8)
e~0(V) and [30(V) are the rate constants associated with q = 0, and ~ is a positive constant. Eq. 6-8 are similar to Eqs. 1-3 in . After a step change in potential from its resting level to V,, the values of q, cx, and [3 progressively increase from their initial values (approximately zero, e~0(V), and [30(V), respectively) towards new larger steady state values. With suitable choices of ot0(V) and 130(V), and ~, pronounced I v humps can be demonstrated (Fig. 8 in . Although this model is able to account for prominent ON I v humps, it does not account for the experimental finding that the OFF half-width progressively increases with either the potential or duration of a pulse. As the potential or duration of a pulse is increased, the value of q that is attained at the end of the pulse is increased. This increases the value of the factor that multiplies s0(V) and [30(V) in Eqs. 7 and 8 so that, after repolarization, the values of 0L and [3 are increased and the value of OFF half-width is decreased. Thus, according to model, the OFF half-width progressively consisting decreases with either the potential or duration of a pulse, which is exactly the opposite of the effect that is observed experimentally.
Since the publication of Huang's article, Rios and Bruin (1987) and Tanabe, Beam, Powell, and Numa (1988) have shown that the voltage sensor for the control of SR Ca release appears to consist of one or more dihydropyridine receptors (DHPR). Block, Imagawa, Campbell, and Franzini-Armstrong (1988) have observed regular arrays of tetrads (presumably consisting of DHPR's) in the membranes of the transverse tubular system. This raises the possibility that each voltage sensor consists of four charge movement particles (presumably DHPR's).
In an attempt to explain the effects of perchlorate on charge movement and SR Ca release, Rios et al. (1993) proposed a model in which a single SR Ca channel is activated by four identical charge movement particles. The model predicts small I v humps that resemble those that they observed experimentally, both in the absence and presence of perchlorate. These humps, however, were considerably less pronounced than those reported here, even after Ca depletion (Figs. 5 A, 6 , and 8). It therefore seemed important to find out whether pronounced I v humps could be obtained by suitable adjustment of the parameters in their model. Because their model has seven adjustable parameters, many combinations of values must be explored to determine which ones give the most pronounced I v humps. These calculations are described in the Appendix. They show that pronounced I v humps, such as those observed in Figs. 5 A, 6, and 8, cannot be calculated with any set of parameters that is consistent with both the steady state Qcm vs Vdata and the small rate of Ca flux that is expected from the resting SR.
The conclusion of this section is that the models proposed by and Rfos et al. (1993) fail, in major ways, to account for the properties of Q~ charge movement. We have not attempted to modify the basic form of either model, although such modifications might produce fruitful results. Rather, we have explored other kinds of models, all based on four interacting charge movement particles as suggested by the observation of tetrads in the membranes of the transverse tubular system (Block et al., 1988) . One of these models is described in the following section.
A Model of Q~ Based on Four Interacting Charge Movement Particles
The aim of this section is to describe a simple kinetic model of Q~ and to show that it is generally consistent with the experimental results on Ca-depleted fibers reported in this article. In the model, I v is assumed to arise from voltage sensors in the membranes of the transverse tubular system. Each voltage sensor is assumed to consist of four identical charge movement particles, as suggested by the work of Block et al. (1988) that is described in the preceding section. Each of the four charge movement particles is assumed to be in one of two states, resting and activating. As a result, each voltage sensor has five states, depending on whether 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 charge movement particles are in the activating state. Schemes of this type have been used in studies of ionic channel gating, as reviewed recently by Sigworth (1993) and Bezanilla and Stefani (1994) .
Let x~ denote the fraction of voltage sensors that have n charge movement particles in the activating state (x0 + xl + x2 + x3 +x4 = 1). Let o/. n and 13n denote the forward and backward rate constants for transitions between states n and n + 1, with n = 0, 1, 2, or 3. The values of an and 13n are assumed to depend only on V and n. Changes in the values of x~ can be described in terms of the reaction sequence
The equilibrium distributions between states n and n + 1 are assumed to satisfy the Boltzmann distribution law. For n = 0, this condition can be written in which ~0/130 = exp (y),
V and k are constants. In all of the examples described below, each value of OLn/13, for n = 1, 2, or 3 is assumed to be given by a constant, voltage-independent factor times 0~0/130, which is equal to the same factor times exp(y) (Eq. 9). In this situation, the same value of k (Eq. 10) applies to all four transitions in reaction sequence I. Consequently, each transition gives rise to the same amount of charge movement.
If all four charge movement particles in a voltage sensor are able to move independently of one other, the values of OLn and 13n would be independent of n. In this case, the relation an~13, = exp(y) would apply to all values of n (Eq. 9), the equilibrium Qv vs Vrelation would be given by the Boltzmann distribution function (Eq. 1), and I v would follow an exponential time course during a step change in potential.
In general, however, movements of the four particles may not occur independently. Three such cases are considered below. In the first case, the equilibrium Qv vs v relation obeys the Boltzmann distribution whereas, in the second and third case, it does not. In all three cases, the value of I v changes immediately after a step change in potential, as reported by Huang (1994b) , and then follows a nonexponential time course.
Case 1: Ol n =fn ao and/3n =f"/30. As described in the preceding section, proposed a scheme that, in many ways, represents an extension of reaction sequence I for the case in which the number of charge movement particles is large. The values of a and 13 are assumed to increase monotonically with the fraction of charge particles in the activating state, Eqs. 6-8. This increase is subject to the constraint that the value of ~/13 is maintained constant so that the equilibrium distribution of charge movement particles between the resting and activating states remains unchanged.
For case 1, we have applied Huang's ideas to reaction sequence I by use of the relations o~ = f ~o (11) and [3n = f~o"
The factor fis greater than unity and n = 1, 2, or 3. Reaction sequence I, case 1 (Eqs. 11 and 12) was used to simulate the results in Fig. 5 . In that experiment, as in all of the experiments reported in this article, gluconate was used as the predominant external anion so that the amount of Qv charge would be much larger than that of ~ charge and, consequently, I v would be approximately equal to Icm (Chen and Hui, 1991) . In this situation, it seems reasonable to make the approximation that the values of V, k, and qm~,/qn for Qv are equal to the parameters of the fitted Boltzmann distribution function in which also has a constant field voltage dependence. A value of 0.005 ms -1 was used for B so that the initial theoretical values of I v would approximate the experimental estimates. Fig. 12 shows theoretical I v traces calculated for the same voltages shown in Fig.  5 A. The value of f was coarsely adjusted so that the ON segments of the theoretical traces would be similar to the humps in the experimental traces; this gave a value of 2.
Although the ON I v traces in Fig. 12 are similar to the experimental records in Fig. 5 A, the OFF traces are not. They have a large amplitude and brief duration so that, after pulses to V I> -44 mV, the initial values of the tails are off the scale. Short horizontal lines at I = -12 nA indicate the period when the current is < -12 nA. The half-width of the OFF tails progressively decreases with increasing pulse potential, as expected from the inequalities [33 > [32 > [3a > [3o that follow from Eq. 12. Similarly, after a pulse to V = -40 mV, the OFF haft-width progressively decreases with increasing pulse duration (not shown). These effects of the potential and duration of a pulse on the OFF half-width are the opposite of those that were observed experimentally (Figs. 7 A and 8 C) .
Thus, although reaction sequence I, case 1 can generate I~ humps that are similar to those observed experimentally, it fails to give durations of OFF tails that match the experimental results. A similar conclusion was reached with the original model proposed by , as described in the preceding section.
Case 2: an = fn ft 0 and 8, = f-" 8o. Since increases in OFF half-width accompany increases in either pulse potential (Fig. 7 A) or pulse duration (Fig. 8 6") , it was of interest to explore the possibility that the value of 13n decreases with increasing n. For case 2, calculations were carried out on reaction sequence 1 with etn given by Eq. 11 and 13n given by
with n = 1, 2, or 3. With Eqs. 11 and 15, the theoretical Q, vs Vcurve is determined by four parameters: V, k, qm=/C~, and f Similar to the procedure used with case 1, the values of these parameters were determined from a least-squares fit of the theoretical curve to the Qcm VS Vdata. Because the voltage steepness of the curve depends on k and f in a manner that prevents the reliable estimation of both parameters from Qcm VS V data, the initial calculations were carried out with the value of k set rather arbitrarily to 12 inV. This value corresponds to the e-fold factor for the increase in fiber capacitance that is observed with small depolarizations (Table II in Schneider and Chandler, 1976) . It lies within the range of values estimated for Qs by Hui and Chandler (1990) and used by Pizarro et al. (1991) in their calculations, as de-scribed above. It is also similar to value of k reported by Melzer et al. (1986) for the charge movement transitions in their three-state, two-transition model of charge movement. Fig. 13 shows the steady state Qcm vs Vdata from Fig. 5 B. The curve shows the least-squares fit, with gap corrections, of reaction sequence I, case 2 (Eqs. 11 and 15) with the value of k constrained to 12 mV. The fit is clearly good and gives V = -31.6 mV, qma,,/~ = 30.9 nC/~F, and f= 1.58. As described under case 1, the value of qm~x / C~ corresponds to a value of ~280 pC for Q .... which is used for the simulations of I v described below.
Fits similar to those in Fig. 13 , with k constrained to 12 mV, were carried out on the Qcm VS Vdata from the nine fibers used for Table II Fig. 14 A shows theoretical I v traces calculated with the four parameters that determined the theoretical fit to the Qcm VS Vdata in Fig. 13 . The only additional parameter required for the calculations was B, which was given a value of 0.015 ms -~ so that the initial values of I v at different pulse potentials would approximate the initial values of the hump components in Fig. 5 A. A comparison of Figs. 14 A and 5 A shows that the theoretical ON humps are less pronounced than the experimental humps and the theoretical OFF tails are more prolonged.
Case 3: (9/n = f~ ao and ~n = f~f-n/3o. The ON I v humps can be made more pronounced by increasing the values of an for n > 0. If the values of [~n are increased to the same extent, which would make the OFF tails briefer, the equilibrium relation between Q~ and Vwould be unchanged and the same values of V, k, qmax/Cm, andfcould be used.
For case 3, the values of or, and [3, in Eqs. 11 and 15 were each increased by the factor f', which gives
and
with n = 1, 2, or 3. terf' was given a value of 2 so that the theoretical I~ traces would be similar to the I v components in the traces in Fig. 5 A and in traces from other experiments. The similarity is good. In particular, the ON humps are pronounced, similar to those shown in Figs. 5 A and 8 A and elsewhere. After large depolarizations, the development of the OFF tails is delayed, similar to that shown in Fig. 7 B and in Fig. 8 A (where the I~ currents appear to be especially small or absent). In theory, it should be possible to adjust the values of B and f' so that theoretical traces such as those in Fig. 14 B would give least-squares fits of the experimental traces in Fig. 5 A. No attempt was made to do this, however, because the information obtained from such fits would be difficult to interpret. Firstly, the experimental traces of Icm, both ON and OFF, contain small contributions from early rapid components. These may arise from It3 or from other rapid currents such as gating currents from ionic channels located in the surface or tubular membrane. Such rapid components of current were present in all of our experiments except for the fiber used in Fig. 8 from which Q~m vs V data were not obtained. Secondly, the experimental Icm traces are expected to contain contributions from currents that cross fiber membranes under the Vaseline seals; such seal components are present in both the/test and Icontrol records. Fortunately, it is possible to estimate the contributions that these seal currents make to the steady state Q~m vs V data ) so that reliable estimates of equilibrium parameters (such as V ) can be obtained from such data, as was done in Figs. 5 B and 13. On the other hand, it would be difficult to estimate the contribution that seal currents make to the time course of Icm. As a result, it would be difficult to estimate their effects on the values of B and f' that would be obtained from least-squares fits of the traces in Fig. 5 A with theoretical traces such as those in Fig. 14 B . Fig. 15 A shows the half-widths of the theoretical OFF I~ traces, plotted as a function of pulse potential. The sigmoid relation is qualitatively similar to the experimental relation in Fig. 7 A, at least for V <~ -30 mV. Fig. 15 B shows the half-widths of OFF I v after a pulse to -40 mV, plotted against pulse duration. The monotonically increasing relation is similar to that observed experimentally (Fig. 8 C) .
Although the theoretical results in Fig. 15 are qualitatively similar to the experimental results, three quantitative differences exist. One difference is that the experimental half-widths are briefer than the theoretical half-widths when the pulse potential is more negative than -60 mV (Figs. 7 A and 15 A) or the pulse duration is brief, 10-20 ms (Figs. 8 Cand 15 B) . This is due, at least in part, to the rapid component of Icm that is present in the experimental traces but is not included in the theoretical model of I~. Rapid components in Icm might include I~, ionic channel gating currents, and different relative amounts of seals currents in/~est and/control.
The two other differences, which are illustrated in the comparison of Figs. 7 A and 15 A, are more interesting. One difference is that the experimental values of OFF half-width increase more steeply with voltage from -60 to -40 mV than do the theoretical values. Although the steepness of this effect varied somewhat from fiber to fiber, it usually exceeded the steepness of the theoretical points. The other difference is that, in all fibers, the experimental values of OFF half-width progressively increased for V > -30 mV whereas the theoretical values reach a plateau level. The experimental increase from -20 to 0 mV is associated with a change in the OFF kinetics of Icm (Fig. 7 B) without much change in the amplitude of OFF Q~m (Fig. 5 B) . This feature of the experimental results is not incorporated into reaction sequence I, case 3 (Eqs. 16 and 17) in which each of the four transitions of x~ to x~+l (n = 0, 1, 2, or 3) produces the same amount of charge.
Another problem with the theoretical model is that, in its simplest form, it does not predict a steeply voltage-dependent component of Qcm, as has been observed by Hui and Chandler (1990, 1991) in fibers studied under similar conditions with chloride instead of gluconate as the primary external anion. Their results and our observation of a steep voltage dependence of OFF half-width from -60 to -40 mV suggest that one of the steps in the reaction sequence for charge movement has a small value of k.
These differences between theoretical predictions and experimental results sug- gest that the five-state model of Qv, reaction sequence I, case 3, may be too simple. For example, the same value of k may not apply to all of the transitions between different states and/or the number of states may exceed five. This is not surprising since different values of k and as many as 16 states appear to be required to explain the properties of some ionic channels (Sigworth, 1993; Zagotta, Hoshi, and Aldrich, 1994) . The general conclusion of this section is that reaction sequence I, case 3 provides a simple, qualitatively successful model of Qv charge. The model has five states and six adjustable parameters: four of the parameters determine the steady state Qv vs v relation and two additional parameters are used to calculate I v. Although the model fails to provide a quantitative fit to the rather complex relation between OFF half-width and pulse potential (Fig. 7 A) and does not explain the steeply voltagedependent component of Qcm that was observed by Hui and Chandler (1990, 1991) , it successfully accounts for most of our experimental observations on I v in Ca-depleted fibers. In addition, the model provides an explanation for the voltage dependence of SR Ca release, as described in the following section.
The Steep Voltage Dependence of SR Ca Release Elicited by Small Depolarizations Can Be Explained in Terms of the Model of Q T
Since reaction sequence I, case 3 (Eqs. 16 and 17) provides a reliable description of most of the properties of Q~, it is important to find out whether it can also account for the voltage dependence of the activation of SR Ca release. For this purpose, we assume that xa represents the activation state of the voltage sensor and that x0, Xl, x2, and xa represent precursor states. According to the parameters obtained from fits of the Qcm VS Vdata with reaction sequence I, case 3 (preceding section), the mean steady state values of x4 at -90 mV with k = 9, 12, and 15 mV are <2 X 10 -5, in accord with the upper limit of 10 -4 estimated in the Appendix.
For small depolarizations, the steady state value of x4 increases approximately exponentially with potential (not shown). With the parameters used for the theoretical fit in Fig. 13 , with k constrained to 12 mV, the steady state value of x4 increases e-fold every 3.28 mV in the range 0 < x4 < 0.01. With k constrained to 9 or 15 mV, the e-fold factor is 2.60 or 3.94 mV, respectively. e-fold factors were determined within the range 0 < x4 < 0.01 in the nine experiments tabulated in Table II , with k -9, 12, and 15 mV. The mean values are 2.70 mV (SEM, 0.03 mV) with k = 9 mV, 3.39 mV (SEM, 0.03 mV) with k --12 mV, and 4.07 mV (SEM, 0.03 mV) with k = 15 mV.
Because the fibers used for Table II had been depleted for Ca, it was not possible to determine the voltage dependence of the rate of SR Ca release in those experiments. In another series of experiments, however, carried out under conditions similar to those used here except for the presence of 1.76 mM Ca in the internal solutions, Pape et al. (1995) found that the rate of SR Ca release elicited with small depolarizations increased e-fold every 3.48 mV (SEM, 0.16 mV). This value is similar to the mean e-fold factors of x4 given in the preceding paragraph, 2.70, 3.39, and 4.07 mV; the difference is significant for k = 9 and 15 mV and is not significant for k = 12 mV.
If, during small depolarizations in fibers equilibrated with 20 mM EGTA, Ca inactivation of Ca release exerts either no effect or the same relative effect at different potentials (long, Pape, Baylor, and Chandler, 1995) , the e-fold factor for SR Ca release measured by Pape et al. (1995) would be expected to be the same as that for the activation of SR Ca release. In this case, since the e-fold factors of SR Ca release and of x4 are similar, reaction sequence I, case 3 appears to be able to account for the voltage dependence of the rate of SR Ca release elicited with small depolarizations.
An Explanation for the Occurrence of SR Ca Release in Fibers that Do Not Show I~ Humps
Several laboratories have simultaneously measured Iem and the changes in myoplasmic free [Ca] that are produced by SR Ca release, starting with the studies of frog muscle by Kov~ics, R~os, and Schneider (1979) , Rakowski, Best, and James-Kracke (1985) , and Melzer et al. (1986) . In these and some of the subsequent studies on frog muscle, I v humps were either absent or greatly reduced, although SR Ca release was clearly elicited. Similarly, apart from the observation of small I v humps in rabbit muscle (Lamb, 1986) , prominent I v humps are not usually observed in mammalian muscle. Are these observations, which show that SR Ca release can occur in the absence of I v humps, consistent with reaction sequence I? Simon and Hill (1992) (long et al., 1995) . Simon and Hill (1992) explained their results in terms of activation by four charge movement particles (DHPR's) that have identical properties and are able to move independently of each other. Their model can be represented by reaction sequence I with c~3 = (~2 : 0tl : (~-0 and [~3 = [32 = [31 = [3o. This is different from the model used for the simulations in Fig. 14 B in which the factors fand f', both greater than unity, introduce a substantial interaction among the four particles. Simon and Hill's findings raise the interesting possibility that, under some conditions such as those encountered in our experiments, the four particles in a tetrad may be able to interact and alter the values of the rate constants. Under other conditions, however, such cooperative interactions may not occur. In either case, SR Ca release would be activated when all four particles are in the activating position.
The idea that four charge movement particles can move either independently or as interacting particles is reminiscent of a proposal made by Hui and Chandler (1990) that the Qs component of charge movement might reflect the movement of a single DHPR and that Q~ might reflect the movement of groups of four DHPR's. If this is the case, and if the Q~ and Qx DHPR's are all located in tetrads, the essential difference between Q~ and Qv might depend on whether cooperative interactions can occur among the four DHPR's in a tetrad. Since such interactions might depend on the species of animal or some of the experimental conditions, the degree of cooperativity, and consequently the prominence of I~ humps, might vary from study to study.
Is the Effect of SR Ca on the Time Course of ON Icm Due to SR Ca Content or Release or Some Related Event ?
Although our experiments show that neither the presence of Ca inside the SR nor the movement of Ca from the SR into myoplasm is the fundamental cause of Q~, it is clear from experiments such as the one illustrated in Fig. 2 that the ON kinetics of I v is affected in some way by SR Ca. This effect, first demonstrated by Csernoch et al., (1991 ), Garcfa et al. (1991 , Szucs et al. (1991), and Pizarro et al. (1991) , can be described as an increase in the value of kap p . If this increase is due to a direct effect of SR Ca content, the results in columns 3 and 4 in Table III show that the sensitivity of kap p to SR Ca content depends on pulse potential: between -50 and -30 mV, the value of [CasR]g.a/2 changes severalfold. Although this doesn't rule out a direct effect of SR Ca content on k~pp, additional reasons are re-quired to explain why the effect depends on the voltage across the external (surface and tubular) membranes and why it develops with a delay (Fig. 10) .
On the other hand, if the increase in k~pp depends on the rate of SR Ca release, the sensitivity of the effect appears to be independent of potential: between -50 and -30 mV, the value of dA [CAT]/dti/~ is relatively constant, with mean values at different potentials that vary between 1.2 and 1.4 ~M/ms (column 6 in Table III) . This is clearly consistent with the idea that, in these experiments, k~pp is influenced by the rate of SR Ca release or some related event. This interpretation is also consistent with the observation that the time course of the increase in ON ~pp roughly corresponds to the time course of the rate of SR Ca release (Fig. 10 ).
An important example of an event related to SR Ca release is the increase in free [Ca] that is expected to occur in the myoplasm. Pape et al. (1995) showed that, in fibers equilibrated with 20 mM EGTA such as those used in our experiments, this increase is expected to be restricted to distances within a few hundred nanometers of the release sites. Furthermore, at any location within this region, the time course of the increase in free [Ca] is expected to be similar to that of dA [Caw] /dt, at least for the small amounts of SR Ca release encountered in our experiments, and the amplitude of the increase is expected to depend inversely on distance from the release sites. Thus, a plausible explanation of the acceleratory effect of SR Ca on k~pp (or, more generally, on the ON kinetics of Iv) is that it is caused by the increase in free [Ca] that occurs in the myoplasm near the release sites during the period of SR Ca release.
Possible Explanations for the Effect of SR Ca on k~pp
Although SR Ca does not cause Q~, it can exert an acceleratory effect on the ON kinetics of I v, perhaps by increasing the value of myoplasmic free [Ca] near the release sites (preceding section). This could be due to a specific action of myoplasmic Ca, such as Ca binding to a site associated with the DHPR, the ryanodine receptor (RyR), or some intermediate protein that facilitates the interaction between the DHPR and the RyR. After Ca is bound to this site, the activation energy associated with a particular charge movement transition(s) might be reduced, thereby increasing kap p. Our results provide no information about which protein might contain such a site or whether such a site is also involved in other actions of Ca, such as Ca-induced Ca release or Ca inactivation of Ca release.
Another explanation for the effect of SR Ca on kap p is provided by the surface potential hypothesis. According to this idea (see Introduction), Ca released from the SR produces an elevation in myoplasmic free [Ca] next to the tubular membrane. This produces a change in surface potential that leads to a shift in the Q~ vs Vrelation to more negative potentials, thereby increasing k~pp. This idea is similar to that used by Pizarro et al. (1991) to explain the origin of Qv in terms of a shift in the Q~ vs Vrelation produced by SR Ca release, as described in the Introduction. Because our results show that Q~ represents a distinct species or transition of intramembranous charge, any effect of surface potential on kapp would be expected to be due to an effect on the Q~ vs v, and not the Q8 vs V, relation.
The surface potential hypothesis is consistent with our experimental results on the effect of SR Ca on k~pp. In particular, the values of [k, pp/k~pp,0 -1]max in columns 3 and 5 in Table III are largest at -50 mV and smallest at -30 mV, showing that the amplitude of the acceleratory effect of SR Ca on k~vp depends rather markedly on pulse potential. Because the value of V is close to -50 mV (column 4 in Table II ), the effect of SR Ca on k~pp is most marked at voltages where a given shift of the Q~m vs V curve along the voltage axis is expected to produce the largest change in the steady state value of Qcm. Such a correlation is expected from the surface potential hypothesis. Pizarro et al. (1991) and Shirokova et al. (1994) sometimes observed a negative phase in the ON/cm a few tens of milliseconds after depolarization, after completion of the I v hump. This was only observed during pulses within a narrow range of voltages. Its presence may be enhanced by the use of slack length fibers, small conditioning depolarizations applied prior to the test pulses, and large SR Ca contents. Pizarro et al. (1991) and Shirokova et al. (1994) explained the negadve phase in the ON/cm in terms of the surface potential hypothesis. During SR Ca release, they reasoned, the 0~cm VS V relation is shifted to more negative potentials, which favors the movement of additional charge or positive Icm, as described above. After Ca release is over but before the pulse is terminated, the surface potential and consequently the steady state Q~m vs V relation return to their respective resting conditions. This favors the movement of charge in the negative direction and, under optimal conditions, a negative/cm would be observed. Thus, a negative phase of Icm is consistent with the surface potential hypothesis.
Although the surface potential hypothesis is an attractive explanation for the effects of SR Ca on k~pp that are reported in this article, it is important to point out that a negative phase in the ON/cm has never been observed by Huang (1994a) , by Hui and Chen (1994) , or by us, perhaps because the conditions required for its demonstration were not met. Although these negative findings provide no direct support for the hypothesis, they do not rule it out. APPENDIX Rfos et al. (1993) introduced a model to explain the effects of perchlorate on charge movement and SR Ca release in frog skeletal muscle. These effects include an exaggeration of I v humps, a shift of the Qcm vs V curve to more negative potentials, an increase in the steepness of the Qcm VS Vcurve, and a shift in the relation between the rate of SR Ca release and V to more negative potentials (Lfittgau, Gottschalk, Kovfics, and Fuxreiter, 1983; Gonzfilez and R/os, 1993; Rios et al., 1993) . In their model, a single SR Ca channel is activated by four identical charge movement particles, presumably DHPR's. Since their model appears to explain the effects of perchlorate on charge movement and SR Ca release, we wanted to find out whether the same model could account for the properties of charge movement that we observed in Ca-depleted fibers, particularly the appearance of prominent I v humps. This Appendix describes our attempts to do this. The most interesting result is that pronounced I v humps cannot be calculated with this model, at least in its original form, with any set of parameters that is consistent with both the steady state Qcm vs V data and the small rate of Ca flux that is expected from the resting SR. Palos et al. (1993) Marks and Jones (1992) 
General Description of the Model Proposed by
The top row shows the different closed states of the system, with kc and k-c representing, respectively, the forward and backward rate constants for transitions between adjacent states. These rate constants depend on voltage according to
Eqs. A1 and A2 are the same as Eqs. 2 and 3 in Rios et al. (1993) . The voltage dependence of kc/k-c in Eqs. A1 and A2 is the same as that expected from k in Eq. 1 if k = 4K. The bottom row in reaction sequence AI shows the different open states of the system, with the forward and backward rate constants kc and k-c multiplied byfand 1/f respectively. The values off and of kL and k-L, the rate constants for vertical transitions between closed and open states, are assumed to be constant and independent of V. In the cases considered by Rios et al. (1993) and in this Appendix, the value of f is greater than unity. The symbols denoting the various parameters in reaction sequence AI are the same as those in Fig. 10 in Rios et al. (1993) 
Large Values off and kL/k-L Favor the Appearance of Humps
In their calculations of Icm with reaction sequence AI, Rios et al. (1993) showed that it was possible to simulate small Qv humps. These are not nearly as pronounced, however, as those observed in our experiments, even after Ca depletion (Figs 9 5 A, 6 B, and 8 A). For this reason, it was important to find out which parameters in reaction sequence AI contribute to the production of humps so that they could be adjusted to make the theoretical humps as pronounced as possible.
If the value of kL in reaction sequence AI were zero and only the Cn states were allowed to be occupied, the equilibrium Qcm vs Vrelation would be given by the Boltzmann distribution function, Eq. 1 with k = 4K, and the time course of ICm during a depolarizing voltage step would be given by a single decreasing exponential function, without any humps. The only way to get humps with reaction sequence AI is for transitions to occur from C. to On so that the apparent forward rate constant can be increased from kc to kcfand the apparent backward rate constant can be decreased from k-c to k-c/f Since large values of f and kL/k-L favor transitions from Cn to On, they would be expected to favor the production of humps. This expectation was validated in the calculations described below.
The Resting Value of Po Is Expected to Be ~10 -4, Which Restricts kL/k-L to Small Values
An upper limit can be placed on the resting value of Po by taking the ratio of an upper limit of the resting rate of SR Ca release and a lower limit of the maximal rate of SR Ca release.
An upper limit of the resting rate of SR Ca release can be determined from the resting rate of lactate production in anaerobic frog muscle, as described by Baylor, Chandler, and Marshall (1983) . The essential assumptions required for this estimate are that (a) the Ca content of the SR is maintained constant so that the resting Ca efflux is equal to the rate of reaccumulation by the SR Ca pump, (b) all of the ATP produced by glycolysis is used by the SR Ca pump, and (c) the SR Ca pump operates with a stoichiometry of 2 Ca per ATP. With these assumptions, the resting rate of lactate production determined by DeFuria and Kushmerick (1977) gives an upper limit of 0.009 p~M/ms for the resting rate of SR Ca release, which can occur through SR Ca channels as well as other pathways.
The actual value of the resting rate of SR Ca release in the fibers used in this arti-cle may have been much smaller than 0.009 p,M/ms. After a 57-78 min stimulationfree period of equilibration with a Ca-free external solution and a Ca-free internal solution that contained 20 mM EGTA, the SR contained 839-1,698 I~M Ca. Mthough it was not possible in these experiments to determine the initial value of SR Ca content before equilibration with EGTA, it seems unlikely that it could have been much larger than 2-3 mM, which is observed in fibers equilibrated with the same internal solution but with 1.76 mM Ca (Fig. 9 in Pape et al., 1995) . This suggests that the decrease in [CasR]R during the period of equilibration was no more than 1-2 mM. If the SR Ca pump was unable to reaccumulate the Ca that left the SR and became bound by EGTA, the resting Ca efflux averaged over the period of equilibration was probably no more than 1-2 mM/h or 0.0003-0.0006 txM/ms. A lower limit of the maximal rate of SR Ca release can be obtained from experiments carried out under conditions similar to those used here except for the presence of 1.76 mM Ca (with 20 mM EGTA) in the internal solution. In these experiments, the peak rate of SR Ca release was of the order of 100 ~M/ms . Since the peak rate of release may have been attenuated by Ca inactivation of Ca release (Jong et al., 1995) , 100 IxM/ms represents a lower limit of the maximal rate of SR Ca release.
The values 0.009 ~M/ms for the resting rate of SR Ca release (upper limit) and 100 ixM/ms for the peak rate of release (lower limit) indicate that the resting value of Po is small and does not exceed 10-4; in fact, the information in the preceding two paragraphs indicates that it may actually be much smaller than 10 -4 . In terms of reaction sequence AI, this means that the value of kL ~k-L, which determines the equilibrium distribution between states Co and O0, cannot exceed 10 -4. In many of the examples described below, however, in which the resting occupancy of states other than Co and O0 must be taken into account, an upper limit of 10 -4 for the resting value of Po requires a value for kl./k-L that is ~10 -4. It should be pointed out that the requirement that the resting value of Po should not exceed 10 -4 was met in all of the simulations reported in Table I in Rios et al. (1993) , in which the value of Po at -90 mVwas ~<0.7 • 10 -7.
Steady State Q~,, vs V Relation
The results in Fig. 5 were analyzed with reaction sequence AI in much the same way that is done in the Discussion with reaction sequence I, as illustrated in Figs. 13-14 . First, the steady state Qcm VS Vdata in Fig. 5 B were least-squares fitted with reaction sequence AI to give values for the five parameters F/,/~ ftmax/Crn, f,, and kc/k -L, as described in this section. Then, the parameters et and kc were adjusted to give Icm waveforms that best resembled those in Fig. 5 A, as described in the following section.
Because the Qcm vs V data in our experiments are well fitted by a single Boltzmann distribution function (Fig. 5 B) , with three adjustable parameters, it is not surprising that reliable estimates of all five parameters in reaction sequence AI cannot be obtained from Qcm VS Vdata alone. The main reason is that the steepness of the theoretical Qcm VS Vcurve is determined by the three parameters K,f and kc/k-L: an increase in steepness of the curve is produced by a decrease in K or an increase in for kL/k-L. In the calculations described in this section, values were assigned to K and kL/k-L and then the values of V, qmax/Cm, and fwere adjusted to give a leastsquares fit to the Qcm vs Vdata.
The values assigned to Kwere 2, 3, 4, and 5 mV (which correspond to k = 8, 12, 16, and 20 mV in Eq. 1). These span the range in Table I in Rfos et al. (1993) , K = 3.2-4.5 mV. For each value of K, the value of/~/k-L was varied between 10 -8 and the upper limit 10 -4, which was estimated in the preceding section. Calculations of Icm (described in the following section) showed that, for each value of K, the most pronounced humps were obtained with the largest values of kL/k-L and, for each value of kL/k-L, with a large value of kL, 0.1 ms -1 (larger values made no discernible difference). The value of Po was calculated at different values of Vwith the parameters used for the theoretical Qcm VS Vcurve in Fig. 16 A. For small depolarizations, the value of Po increases e-fold every 4.61 mV. e-fold factors were also determined with other combinations of Kand ke/k-r that gave a value of about 10 -4 for Po at -90 mV. For K = 2 and 3 mV, the e-fold factors were 3.71 and 4.39 mV, respectively. These values of the theoretical e-fold factor for the rate of SR Ca release during small depolarizations are just slightly larger than the mean experimental value reported by Pape et al. (1995) , 3.48 mV. Fig. 16 B shows theoretical Icm traces that were calculated with the parameters used for the Qcm VS Vfit in Fig. 16 A. The values of the other two parameters, ~ = 0.05 ms -1 and kL = 0.1 ms -1, were chosen so that the initial values of Lm would roughly match the experimental values (cx) and the humps would be as pronounced as possible (kr). Although there is a suggestion of humps in the ON components, they are not conspicuous and are much less pronounced than those in Fig. 5 A.
Simulations of lcm with Depolarizing Voltage Pulses
Calculations similar to those in Fig. 16 A and B were also carried out with K = 2, 3, and 5 mV and with values of kL/k-L that gave values of o-40 -4 for the value of Po at -90 mV. In all cases, the humps were no more conspicuous than those in Fig. 16 B.
The only way to obtain pronounced humps with reaction sequence AI, at least in its original form, is to increase l~/k_L to values that predict resting values of Po that are unrealistically large. Fig. 17 shows an example, plotted with the same format used for Fig. 16 . The theoretical curve in Fig. 17 A was obtained with the values of K and kL/k-L constrained to 4 mV and 10 -3, respectively. The fitted parameters were V = -13.7 mV, qm~x/Cm = 31.1 nC/~F, andf = 6.9. The traces in Fig. 17 B, calculated with 0t = 0.05 ms -1 and kL = 0.1 ms -1 (the same values used in Fig. 16 B) , show well developed humps, although they are still not quite as pronounced as those observed in our experiments on Ca-depleted fibers (Figs. 5 A, 6 B, and 8 A).
The value of kL/k-L that was used for the simulations, 10 -s, is unrealistically large, however. It predicts a value of 0.0037 for Po at -90 mV, which is 37 times the maximal value of 10 -4 estimated above. The general conclusion of this section and the Appendix is that pronounced Q~ humps cannot be calculated with reaction sequence AI, at least in its original form, with any set of parameters that fits the steady state Qcm vs v data and also satisfies the condition that Po ~< 10-4 at -90 mV.
